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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
PROBLEM
RCW:

28A.67.065 Evaluative criteria and procedure
for certificated employees--Requirements.
Every board of directors, in accordance with
procedure provided in RCW 28A.72.030, shall
establish an evaluative criteria and procedures
for all certificated employees. Such procedure
shall require not less than annual evaluation
of all employees. New employees shall be
evaluated within the first ninety calendar days
of their employment. Every employee whose work
is judged unsatisfactory shall be notified in
writing of stated areas of deficiencies along
with recommendations for improvement by
February 1st of each year. A probationary
period shall be established from February 1st
to April 15th for the employee to demonstrate
improvement.
(1969 1st ex.s. c 34 22.
Like
section formerly RCW 28.67.065.)
Washington State, in 1970, . joined the list of states

legally mandating evaluation.

A number of districts began

developing evaluation programs for the teaching staff, but
failed to develop a program to evaluate administrators.

The

problem is that no clear-cut procedures and operational
methods exist for the evaluation of school administrators
in the state of Washington.
In October 1974, a pilot survey was conducted at the
state convention of the Washington Association of Secondary
School Principals in Spokane, Washington.
1

The concern of
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the pilot survey was to indicate the general compliance for
school administrators with RCW 28A.67.065.

The results

indicated that 75 percent of the districts surveyed evaluate
their principals while only 41 percent indicated an evaluation of the superintendent.

Were these percentages to hold

true and accurate, eighty districts in the state would not
be evaluating their principals and 188 superintendents would
not be evaluated.

Fifty-nine percent of the school districts

then would be failing to meet the requirements of the
mandate.

The school districts then would show a need to

develop or expand upon an evaluation program in order to
comply with the law.
OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT
The pilot survey opened the door to a project on
school administrator evaluation in Washington State,
however, a great deal of work remained to be done.

The

following will briefly outline the remainder of the study.
Chapter 2 will describe the study and include
definition of terms.

Chapter 3 will present a review of

current literature concerning the topic of administrator
evaluative programs.
of the survey.

Chapter 4 will report the results

Ch.apter 5 will be the summary, conclusions,

and recommendations.

Chapter 2
STUDY DESCRIPTION AND DEFINITION OF TERMS
PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY
The purposes of this study were as follows:

(1) to

compare the evaluative programs for administrators in second
and third class school districts in Washington State;

(2) to

describe current procedures and operational methods in the
evaluation of school administrators in Washington State;
(3) to formulate conclusions and recommendations apout
evaluative programs; and (4) to prepare a survey swnmary
suitable for distribution.
IMPORTANCE OF THIS STUDY
Washington State school board directors have been
charged by the legislature with the responsibility of
establishing evaluative criteria and procedures for all
certificated staff (RCW 28A.67.065).

With a growing

interest in public school accountability, evaluative programs
have been developed for the teaching staff.

Accountability

in administration is also creating a need for evaluation of
administrators.

With the results of this survey, individ-

uals or committees assigned the task of developing evaluative
3
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programs for administrators will have access to information
about current practices and instruments used within
Washington State.
PROCEDURE OF THIS STUDY
The procedure used in this study included:
pilot study early in the school year;

(2)

(1) a

a review of

current literature concerning evaluation of administrative
personnel;

(3)

preparation and distribution of evaluative

program questionnaires; and (4) tabulation of. the questionnaire response,5.

The preliminary steps provided data from

which to compare and contrast evaluative programs, and to
identify conclusions and make recommendations about evaluative programs for administrative personnel.

The final

activity of the study was the preparation and distribution
of a survey summary to districts requesting results of this
study.
POPULATION OF THIS STUDY
The surveys were mailed to the chief administrator
j_n each second and third class school district in the state
of Washington.
Of 245 second class and third class school districts,
121 surveys were returned.

5

LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
This study was limited to the second and third
class school districts in Washington State.

The results

reflect only the responses which were recorded on the
returned questionnaires and the instruments or information
that was included.

This study was also limited to the

evaluative programs and instruments for public school
administrators unless the same instrument was used for all
certificated personnel in a district.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Accountab!lity is the liability for results which
have been obtained through the responsible exercise of
delegated authority.
Administrator is a person who holds a position
involving performance of major duties in organizing,
managing, or supervising duties of other employees and
calling for the carrying of certain responsibilities in
the direction, control, or management of an educational
institution.
Assessment is the measurement of an individual's
performance.
Certificated emeloyees are those persons who hold
certificates as authorized by rule or regulation of the

State Board of Education or Superintendent of Public
Enstruction.
Cornpel-.(~ncy_ is the capacity to perform a specific
adminisLrative task at a satisfactory level of performance.
Competency implies that the individual possesses the
ability, a skill, a talent, knowledge, and understanding
necessary to achieve satisfactory performance.
Evaluation is the developmental assessment of an
individual in terms of his worth to his position.
Evaluative criteria are the standards against which
a person, a group, a procedure, or an instrument may be
appraised.
Evaluative program is the measurement and appraisal
of growth, adjustment, and achievement of the administrator
by established criteria.
First class school district is any school district
in the state having a population in excess of ten thousand.
Formal evaluatj_on is an evaluation conducted in a
regular, orderly fashion using instruments which are
explicit and definite, and which approach validity.
Informal evalua.t.ion is an evaluation which is
conducted on an unorganized, irregular basis.
:Iob deE"><;~r:-iption is a statement giving a detCJiled
account of a person's work and responsibilities.
Manag ement b y ob j ectives

(MBO) is a concept which

allows the decision making process to focus on the end
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product of the educational enterprise, requiring a clear
understanding of desired outcomes.
School board is the elected school district agency
which is charged with the responsibility for conducting the
local public education system.
Second class school district is a district maintaining a fully accredited high school or containing a city of the
third or fourth class or an area of one square mile and
having a population of at least three hundred and not more
than ten thousand.
Subordinate is any person placed below another in
rank, authority, and responsibility on a line chart.
Superior is any person placed above another in rank,
authority, and responsibility on a line chart.
Third class school district is a district other than
that of the first or second class.

Chapter 3
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
MANDATED EVALUATION
A man alone can behave in whatever way he desires.
The limitations are those he places upon himself.

If this

man enters a world with others he is expected to behave
according to established norms.

As populations of societies

have increased, communication of norms and expectations has
become more difficult.

Judicial groups were formed as the

need developed to control deviant behayior.

Written laws

were established to insure consistency.
Schools as a part of society often find themselves
subject to legislative controls.

One such area of control

by state legislatures since 1967 has been public school
evaluation.

George B. Redfern in 1973 described his

attitude about legally mandated evaluation.
A critical look at the procedures used to assist
the effectiveness of educational services performed
by school personnel is long overdue. These statutes
give school systems great latitude in designing
evaluation procedures. This is a plus factor
because the state laws do not put school _systems in
a straight-jacket or stifle their initiative in
developing promising evaluation programs (39:45).
The earliest state laws governing school personnel
evaluation began with Florida in 1967.
8

These were followed
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by South Dakota in 1969, Washington i n 1970, Ore9on in 1971,
and Ca] ifornia .in 1972.

California is unique· in that the

Stull Act goes beyond simply mandating evaluation.

The

substance of the California evaluation procedures is
expressed by Redfern in the following statement:
• • • It is the intent of the legislature to
establish a uniform system of evaluation and assessment of the performance of certificated personnel
within each school district of the state.
The
system shall involve the development and adoption
by each school district of objective evaluation
guidelines (39:46).
According to N. L. Gage, in the statewide conference
on California's legislation, the Stull Act places ultimate
responsibility for compliance upon individual school district
board members.

"They have taken an oath to uphold the law"

(19:366).

With Florida setting the precedent for school
personnel evaluation and the Stull Act establishing a
uniform statewide system,Debra D. Nygaard notes:
In the spring of 1974, nine states mandated the
evaluation of local school building administrators
(32:20).

With the emergence of·evaluation legislation and a
concern for its procedure and uniformity, a more refined
E!Xc1rninaLion of philosophical issues is required.
EVJ',_LUA'J.'ION

Concern for evaluation is expressed by Robert B.

Howsam in the following way:
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Wherever there are human beings, there will be
cval uation.
Man is a. val uin~T and goa 1 ··-seeking bE:~inq.
Eval uat:.ion is a procl~dure th,7, t i.nvol vc.s judqernc:mt..
Eval.uatio11 of an object (person, pe:~rformance, item,
behavior, and so forth) can be accomplished only if
thc:,:-e is an j dea of what the object should be like
(23:12).

Diversity among men creates diversity among values,
ideas, and goals sought; therefore,
qualify the evaluative process.

a need develops to

Howsam expands on his

ideas of evaluation by clarifying that:
Tests and other forms of measurement and assessment are not evaluation--they are the means of
collecting descriptive data needed in the evaluative
and decision-making process.
'l'wo different kinds of
evaluation are used:
1.
Formative evaluation refers to the use of data to
make a process or operation effective as i t goes
along with the ability to redirect the process.
2.
Summative evaluation occurs at the conclusion of
an act or process; it is terminal, characteristic
of finality, and entered into records and are used
as a bases of decision . . . . (23:13).
Evaluation is a process that involv<:::?S making
judgements on the basis of evidence regarding the
attainment of previously determined conditions or
objectives.
At its best it is a rational, objective
process.
The data speak for themselves.
Approval or
disapproval is not implied.
One can evaluate "being"
or he can evaluate "doing" or he can evaluate the
"consequences" of being or doing (23:17).
Nygaard supports Howsam's assumptions on evaluation by looking at evaluation:
As a moans or as an end.
There are three basic
cornpunen ts of evaluaU.on:
( J) development of standards
of adrninj f;l::1~c1tive effectivcn:,s~,;, (2) assessment. of
ac1minist:cD.l::ive effectiveness, c:ntd (3) accompli~,hment
of the purpose of administrative 0valuation . . . .

(32.: 8).

Further refinement of evuluation is produced by
Raymond E.

Wochner and S tevcn B. l,ynch in stating:
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An effective evaluation system should concentrate
on a relatively few highly importcmt categories of
performance, ratbE:r than dissipate ti.me and energy on
an unmanas,Jeab.le number of meaning] ess judgements
(49:3).

A significant opinion on evaluation by Jack A.
Culbertson states that:
Since evaluation systems . • . cannot be based
upon absolute criteria, they must remain open both
to new evidence on performance and to adjustments in
evaluative judgements (7:1).
If evaluation systems do not include flexibility
for continuous growth of the program, the system's focus
moves to summative rather than formative evaluation.
PERFORMANCE

Performance is a term which implies action or doing.
Administrators, rather than being figureheads behind a desk,
are expected to be essential active components of the
management team, charged with carrying out essential
educational responsibilities.

How well he carries out these

responsibilities determines his performance level or
competency.
Before we can appraise competence, Howard J. Demeke

identifies:
. seven are0s of professional con~etence that
the Successful principal of the future m~st assume.
(1) Teacher and director of educational-program, (2)
coordinator of guidance and special educat.ion progrcnns,
(3) member of district and school staff, (4) link
bet.ween cornnmni ty and school, ( 5) adm.inistr,=i tor of
personnel, (6) member of profession, and (7) director
of support management (8:12).
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While listing the areas of competence, Demeke infers
that the principal is an active participant in each.
Battelle Memorial Institute conducted a three year
research program studying increased methods for effective
educational management and concludes that:
Performance evaluation of administrative personnel
in school systems is not an established practice as
it is in business and industry. This stems from the
fact that, historically, school systems had smaller
and less-complex organizational structures • • • •
The accelerated growth of most school systems within •
the past three decades, however, has produced organizations of greater size and complexity, and formed
procedures for evaluating administrators have become a
necessity (24:59).
With performance evaluation becoming a necessity,
William B. Castetter and Richard S. Heisler define performance appraisal as:
. • . the process of arriving at judgements about
the past or present performance and future potential
of a subordinate to an organization against the
background of his total work environment.
It is an
administrative activity designed to assist personnel
to achieve individual as well as organizational
expectations (4:4).
A systems approach to achieve expectations might
be an objectives-based evaluation.

Cecil D. Clark points

out that an:
Objectives based evaluation with formal articulation began as early as the l930's. The philosophy
behind objectives-based evaluation is simple: decide
in advance what the final outcome ought to look like,
then use this conception to prescribe methods for
attaining and measuring it (5:27).
The management-by-objectives (MBO) system which is
presently being implemented in some school districts may be
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a compatible component of that· district's evaluation program.
As Patrick O. Rooney clarifies:
The goal is to determine the degree to which the
individual has performed his job requirements. This
is done with guidelines and with agreement upon:
(A) what is to be evaluated, (B) what evidence is
acceptable, and (C) how evidence is collected. This
does not assure objective evaluation, but does allow
it (41:8).
A model outlined by Clark describes five separate
1'1BO activities which are identified as:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Selecting the objective.
Selecting the critical properties of the
objective.
Making the critical properties as operational
as possible.
Using critical properties to describe materials
and instruction.
Using critical properties to prescribe evaluation ( 5: 2 8) •
Evaluation based on a process that has as its

primary purpose the improvement of performance, Redfern
believes that:
Men who are strongly achievement-oriented need
to have feedback on their own performance. Behavioral
science studies have repeatedly indicated that
substantial performance improvement can be expected
from the individual who:
(1) knows the strengths and
weaknesses in his performance, (2) knows what he can
do to improve it, (3) has the power to make this
change himself, and (4) has the incentive to do so
(38:8).

Battelle Memorial Institute in 1968 attempted to
explain the necessity of the evaluation process:
Within an administrative development program,
evaluation is a two-way operation: it not only
enables the administrator to get a better understanding of how effectively an administrative
subordinate is performing but it also facilitates
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the subordinate's work by providing him w;ith informaLi r:1n concecniug his :c;upervisor' s expec tation.c;, the
important responsibilit.io~; of hi~0; job, and the
al t.errw.ti ves open to him in po.rfo:rminq h.i s job
(24:38).
An option to management evaluation systems is
explained by Lorraine Poliakoff as the job targets approach.

The approach focuses, basically, on the improvement of a person's job performance in a nondefensive
atmosphere. This atmosphere is fostered by the
collaboration of the evaluator and evaluatee on all
aspects of the evaluation procedure.
That is, they
must first agree on the design and operations of the
evaluation process; subsequently, they work together
to s.et goals for the evaluatee, develop a plan by which
the goals can be reached, and monitor progress.
This
approach not only helps to assuage any defensiveness
an evaluatee may feel but also, at the very least,
guarantees him due process (36:39).
Human behavior is based on motivation.
perform best when they are motivated.

People

The motivational

concept is linked to levels of performance by William L.
Pharis as he states:
Any appraisal system that is concerned with "where
we have been II to the exclusion of "where-~ we want to go"

is shortsighted.
Evaluation should obviously identify
commendable past performance, but i t should also be
directed toward desirable future activities.
One of
the best ways to do this is to be aware of what we
know about motivation and then design programs that
are built around basic motivators for human behavior
Among the job satisfiers or motivators are:
a
chr1ll e n c_:r ing job, individual responsibility, opportunity
for 9rowth an d promotion, enjoyment of job tasks, and
earned recognition.
An evaluation system with a fu t ure t0nse must
rna>; iuiize job sa Lisf lers ra ther tha.n cl!c;sum(~ that
r~warcUng p cr fm~mancc by correcting job dif,Scttisfiei:·s
wi.11 anieLi.oral~e unrc; atisfactory performance

(34 :37) .
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ACCOUNTABILITY
Administrator evaluation is being encouraged by the
increase in public school accountability.

The evaluation

program is one portion of the entire accountability picture.
School administrative evaluation has become very complex
because of the tremendous diversity of expectations.
Allen C. Ornstein in the Journal of Research and Development
in Education brings us to a common ground.
Since most people believe that everyone, including
teachers and administrators, should be accountable
for their work; it is difficult for policy makers to
question the concept of accountability (33:73).
During the 1972 annual convention of the National
Association of Secondary School Principals, Everett W.
Nicholson focused on increased accountability by stating:
The schools being bombarded by several forces,
both externally and internally have become enmeshed
in our accountability syndrome.
The school principal,
as usual, is right in the middle and is being asked
with greater frequency to become accountable for his
administrative performance (31:3).
Walter J. Foley expands on accountability including
in his article "The Future of Administration and Educational
Evaluation" the statement:
It is a truism that educational relationships
among federal, state, and local educational agencies
are changing. The emphasis will continue to change,
and will focus more and more on planning and
accountability (18:20).
A powerful, workable process is stated by David J.
Irvine which develops Foley's concept of planning.
ability direction is given as he·explains that:

Account-
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By organizing -and analyzing educational information more systematically we can better meet new
demands for accountability. Organizing and analyzing
information through what can be termed an "evaluation
system" can increase the educator's capacity for
accountability by assisting him in determining the
extent to which goals have been realized and deciding
how resources can most effectively be allocated. The
purposes of evaluation in this context is to provide:
the best kind of information, in the most suitable
form, through the most appropriate analysis, at the
time and place it is needed to assist the decision
maker (25:80).

In speaking to the value of assessment programs, Max
Rosenberg clearly defines a need for evaluation by stating:
Without well planned evaluation, everything in
education becomes vague, uncertain, subject for
speculation, a matter of blindly stumbling along and
hoping that all is well. Only with intelligent evaluation can education become clearly defined, achievement
oriented, and provided with a rational basis for
policies and decisions and actions which lead to greater
and greater improvements • . . . The decisive test of
any administrative evaluation program is whether or
not it truly fosters improved administrative performance ( 4 2 : 212 ) .

With rising costs of all parts of education, the
public has begun to look at what it is buying.

Accountabil-

ity is seen more often in the educational literature and
before you can be accountable, some type of evaluation must
take place.
SUMMARY

School districts in the state of Washington have
been charged with the responsibility of evaluating all
certificated staff annually.

Design of evaluation programs

has been left to each district in Washington State while
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California, through the Stull Act, has attempted to establish a uniform system of evaluation.

While uniform evalua-

tion has many merits, school districts have individual
characteristics and needs.
Human beings are constantly evaluating their world.
Educational evaluation has begun to move into the teaching
ranks and into the administration.

Evaluation programs

should include flexibility for continuous growth in order to
focus on formative evaluation.
Evaluation programs often focus on the performance
of an individual.

Teachers and administrators are evaluated

on their performance.

An evaluation program attempts to

improve job performance.

Management by objectives_ has aided

evaluators in the appraisal of competence.
As school districts become more complex, the need
for evaluation programs increases.

With complexity comes a

rise in the cost of education and public interest in
accountability.

Evaluation programs that focus on the

improvement of job performance help the educator become
accountable.
Through mandates, evaluation programs have become
realities in several states.

Many of these programs are

based on performance criteria and expectations.

With the

steps being taken in the development of administrative
evaluati.on and performance based goals, school systems are
attempting to become accountable.

Chapter 4
REPOR'l' OF SURVE 'f.
IN'l1 RODUC r JON
1

The data were inspected to find answers to the
following general questions:

(1) What kinds of evaluation

instruments were being used within second and third class
districts?

(2) Was a checklist form primarily used?

the instrument job description based?

(3)

Was

(4) What evaluation

procednres were in operation?
Administrator evaluation programs were not considered by the questions alone.

By classifying the data

according to the above quer;t.ions, some organization could be
maintained.
The survey was distributed in mid April, 1975 and
completed by the end of May, 197.5.

'l'he following data

reports the information included in the survey conducted
throughout all second and third class school districts in
Washington State.

POPULATION

Data in this study were based on results obtained
from a survey (Appendix A)

distributed to 198 second class

18
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and 47 third class school districts within the state of
Washington.

Of 245 surveys issued, 121 were returned, 106

from second class districts and 15 from third class school
districts.

The percentage of return was 49.4.

One district did not return the survey form but did
send a sample instrument used for administrator evaluation
proc~-:?ss.

This district was counted as a return in the

preceeding paragraph, but was not included in any tabulation
of individual survey question results.
Table 1 shows the population of the survey and
percentage of return.
Table 1
Population of Survey

Districts

Distributed

Second class

198

106

53.5

47

15

31.9

245

121

49.4

Third class
Total

Returned

Percent

EVALUATION INSTRUMENT

In an attempt to answer the general question of what
kinds of evaluation instruments were .used . in second and
third class school districts in Washington State, the data
from the survey were compiled and supplemental instruments
from districts compared.
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More sp0.cif ically, the author search e d for informa·tion which could aid in answering questions suph as:

( J.)

l\re

evaluntion instruments pr e domina~ely narrative or checklist
in form?

( 2 ) Are instruments directed toward special

competencies or general in nature?

(3) Does the evaluation

process have a clear, defined procedure to be followed?
Table 2 shows information pertinent to these
questions.

Of the 120 districts returning surveys, 58

indicated they had an evaluation program, 47 said they had
no evaluation program and 15 districts did not reply to the
survey ~tern which reported these data.

Thirty-seven

districts (30.9 percent) use a written form; 55 districts
(45.8 percent) do not; and 28 districts (23.3 percent) did
not respond on this item.

When districts were asked to

indicate whether they used either a formal or informal oral
form for the evaluation process in place of a written form,
34 responded yes, 21 responded no, and 65 did not respond.
No district said it needs a defined procedure; 47 indicated
they did not; and 73 districts did not respond on this survey

item.

Table 2 reports these data in numerical and percentage

form.
PERSO"NNEL

EVALUA'I'ED

The second part of the survey sought to clarify the
district's evaluation processes.
was 1

"Who was evaluated?"

'l'he over-·riding ques Lion

1'wo questions that further

21

Table 2
Type of Evaluation Program

No

Percent

No
Response

48.3

47

39.2

15

12.5

37

30.9

55

45.8

28

23.3

34

28.3

21

17.5

65

54.2

47

39.2

73

60.8

Evaluation
Program

Yes

Evaluation
program

58

Written
form
Formal
informal
Defined
procedure

Percent

Percent
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explained evaluation programs were asked:

"How frequently

and by whom are the administrators evaluated?"
Table 3 enumerates the specific responses for these
questions.

In general the superintendent was evaluated in

94.6 percent of those districts having a program.

These

evaluations were conducted on an annual basis by 75.8
percent of those districts.

Three districts did not respond

to the superintendent being evaluated, even though they had
an evaluation program.
The assistant superintendent was evaluated in
13.8 percent of those districts having programs, 7 districts
annually and 1 district twice annually.

On fifty surveys

(86.2 percent), no responses were recorded.

This may have

indicated that either the assistant superintendent was not
evaluated as often or that second and third class districts
simply did not have the position.
The principal was evaluated in 49 districts
(84.5 percent) on an annual basis.

He was evaluated twice

annually by 5 districts, 2 districts evaluated four times
per year and 2 districts on a daily basis.
The assistant principal was evaluated on a yearly
basis by 16 districts (27.6 percent).

Twice annually, the

person was evaluated in 2 districts and four times per year
by l district.

Thirty-nine districts (67.2 percent) having

an evaluation program did not respond on this item.

These
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Table 3
Personnel Evaluated and Frequency
Evaluatee
Superintendent

Assistant
superintendent

Principal

Assistant
principal

Frequency
Annually

75.9

Twice annually

4

6.9

Daily

5

8.6

Periodically

1

1.7

Once/three years

1

1.7

No response

3

5.2

Annually

7

12.1

Twice annually

1

1.7

No response*

50

86.2

Annually

49

84.5

Twice annually

5

8.6

Four/year

2

3.5

Daily

2

3.5

16

27.6

Twice annually

2

3.5

Four/year

1

1.7

39

67.2

9

13.8

49

84.5

9

15.5

49

84.5

Annually

Annually
No response*

Others
secretary
adm. asst.

Percent

44

No response*
Supervisors

Number

Annually
No response*

*May indicat~ no position within district.
Note:
Percentage based on 58 districts having
evaluative programs.
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39 districts may not evaluate the person or the district may
not have the position within any of its buildings.
Supervisors in 9 districts were evaluated annually;
49 districts (84.5 percent) did not register a response.
Again, the lack of a response may indicate no evaluation
for supervisors or that there are no persons in the district
with a supervisory title.
In 15.5 percent or 9 districts, an annual evaluation
occurs for "others"--secretaries, administrative assistants,
and business managers.

The remaining districts, 84.5 percent

did not respond either because of no evaluation or no
position.
The percentages for Table 3 were based upon the
number of districts declaring they had an evaluation program.
This totaled 58 districts.
PERSONNEL EVALUATORS
Table 4 illustrates the district's responses as to
who evaluates the administrator, how many districts use
that evaluator, and that percentage of the 58 districts
having a.n evaluation program.

The percentage in some

instances was greater than 100 because districts did have
more than one evaluator.
The superintendent was evaluated by three entities:
the board, 87.9 percent; teacher and principal, 8.6 percent;
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Table 4 ·
Evaluators of Personnel
Evaluatee
Superintendent

Assistant
superintendent

Principal

Assistant
principal

Supervisors

Others
secretary
adm. asst.
business manager

Evaluator

Number

Board
Everyone
Teacher/Principal

51

Superintendent
Board
Teacher/principal
No response*
Superintendent
Teacher
Other principal
Assistant
superintendent
Board
Superintendent/
principal
Principal
Superintendent
Assistant
superintendent
No response*
Principal
Superintendent
Assistant
superintendent
No response*

Superintendent
Superior
Board
No response*

Percent

4
5

7

1
1
49

53
3

1

1
4

87.9
6.9
8.6
12.1
1.7
1.7
84.5
91.4
5.2
1.7
1.7
6.9

4

13.8
20.7
6.9

1
33

1.7
56.9

2
5

3.5
8.6

1
50

1.7
86.2

7
2

12.1
3.5
1.7
82.8

8

12

1

48

*May indicite no positibn within district.
Note:
Percentage based on 58 districts having
evaluative programs.
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and 4 responses (6.9 percent) stated everyone evaluated the
superintendent.
The assistant superintendent was evaluated in 7
districts (12.1 percent) by the superintendent, 1 district
(1.7 percent) by the board, and in 1 district by teachers
and principals.

Forty-nine districts (84.5 percent) did not

respond.
The principal in 53 districts (91.4 percent) was
evaluated by the superintendent, 6.9 percent by the board,
5.2 percent by teachers, and 1.7 percent of the time by the
assistant superintendent and by another principal.
In 20.7 percent of the districts, the principal
evaluated the assistant principal, 6. 9 percent ( 4 responses)
by the superintendent, and 1.7 percent by an assistant
superintendent.

In 8 districts or 13.8 percent of those

having programs, the evaluator was both superintendent and
principal.

Thirty-three districts or 56.9 percent failed

to identify an evaluator of assistant principals.
Supervisors were evaluated by superintendents in
5 districts (8.6 percent), principals in 2 districts
(3.5 percent), and in 1 district (1.7 percent) by an
assistant superintendent.

Fifty no responses (86.2 percent)

were recorded.
In the category "other," where the districts were to
specify the title of the position, secretary, administrative
assistant, and business manager were listed.

These were
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evaluated in 7 districts by the superintendent, 2 districts
by the superior and in 1 district by the board.

A no

response was recorded in 48 surveys (82.8 percent) of those
districts having evaluation programs.
The high percentage of no response may be the result
of districts not having the position, no evaluation, or
both.
PRACTICES IN EVALUATION PROCEDURE
Determining procedures used in various programs aided
in understanding how the instruments were utilized within
district evaluation processes.

The over-riding question

which gave the author prospective in tpis sect.ion of the
data ana.lysis was, "What activity was involved in completing
the evaluation program?"
the instrument used?

Other questions were:

"How was

What style of marking was used?

self evaluation required?"

Was

These specific questions

identified techniques used and indicated important stresses
by districts.
Table 5 lists the number and percentages of response
of practices included in evaluation procedures:

Twenty-

eight districts (48.3 percent) had forms which had called
for rating on prescribed scales.

Twenty-two responses

(37.9 percent) had self evaluation as a requirement.

An

informal evaluator-evaluatee conference was held during the
evaluation process in 42 districts (72.4 percent).

And
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Table 5
Practices Included in Evaluation Procedures
Topic

Number of Responses

Percent

Rating scale

28

48.3

Performance
objectives

12

20.7

Narrative form

23

39.7

Self evaluation

22

37.9

Pre-evaluation
conference

18

31. 0

Conference
during evaluation

42

72.4

Post evaluation
conference

36

62.1

9

15.5

48

82.8

Others review
Copy kept
Copy not kept

0

0

Form signed

37

63.8

Signature not agree
with results

29

50.0

May file dissent

38

65.5

Evaluatee may
request conference

29

50.0
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36 districts

(62.1 percent) included a post evaluation

conference, 29 districts (50 percent) responded the
evaluatee could request a conference.
A signature on the evaluation form was included in
37 districts (63.8 percent) and a signature on the evaluation form did not mean concurrence with the assessment in
29 districts (50 percent).
In 38 districts (65.5 percent) the evaluatee could
file a dissenting statement, which was added to the
evaluation form.

And 48 districts (82.8 percent) indicated

the evaluatee received a copy of the completed form.
The evaluation program was performance objective
based in 12 (20.7 percent) of the districts' programs,
narrative form in 23 (39.7 percent), and a conference was
conducted prior to the evaluation process in 18 (31 percent)
of those districts with evaluative programs.

Other person-

nel were utilized in the evaluation review process in
9 districts (15.5 percent).

In no district was the form

shown to the evaluatee, and he was not allowed to keep a
copy.
EVALUATION PURPOSE
The true purpose for evaluation may be obscure.

The

author's intentions were to seek each purpose for which, in
the respondent's experience, evaluations were actually being
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applied within their district.

This was not to be confused

with the purposes which evaluations ideally should be used.
The question was asked:

"What is the purpose of the

evaluation of administrative and supervisory personnel?"
Table 6 states the survey results.

Assessment of present

performance in accordance with prescribed standards was one
purpose from 55.2 percent, 60.4 percent to help evaluatee
establish relevant performance goals, and 13.8 percent used
evaluation to determine qualification for permanent status.
Of 58 second and third class districts having evaluation
programs, 96.6 percent stated one purpose for evaluation
was to identify areas in which improvement was needed.

Over

one-fifth used the evaluation for determining qualifications
for promotion, 25. 9 percent to establish evidence for
dismissal, and 34.5 percent stated to simply fulfill the
legal requirements.

The category "Other" (29.5 percent)

determined there were other reasons which included salary,
competence, board policy, and performance improvement, that
were actual purposes for administrator evaluation programs.
INVOLVEMENT IN EVALUATIVE PROGRAM FORMATION
Developing an evaluation program may involve many
people of differing educational capacities or one individual
assigned to the task.

This study attempted to identify

those who participated in the development of evaluation
programs identified in the survey.
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Table 6
Evaluation Purpose
Purpose

Number of Responses

Percent

Assessment of performance, standards

32

55.2

Establish performance
goals

35

60.4

Identify improvement
areas

56

96.6

Qualifications for
permanent status

8

13.8

Qualifications for
promotion

12

20.7

Evidence for
dismissal

15

25.9

Fulfill legal
requirements

20

34.;5

Other

15

25.9
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'J.'i ;':

r e~-;ponsei;

ci t:ec1 in "rable 7 were limited to the

listed choices on the survey.

Administration had the

largest degree involvement as indicated by 53 districts

(91.4 percent).

Teachers were included in 22 districts

(37.9 percent) having programs.

Student,l district

(1.7 percent), and parents at 3.5 percent made up the small
noneducation representation.

Three districts (5.2 percent)

with programs did not know who was involved in the develop-

ment of their evaluative process.

Twenty districts'

(34.5 percent) responses on the category "Other" completed
the choices.

Of the "Other" responses the board received

18 replies and an advisory committee 1 reply.
Table 7

Involvement. in Evaluative Program Formation
Participant

Number of Responses

Administration

53

91.4

Teachers

22

37.9

Students

1

1.7

Parents

2

3.5

20

34.5

3

5.2

Other

Do not know

--~ ------ _, ___

Percent
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EVALUATION COMMITTEE COMPOSITION
When the evaluation of administrators took place,
was the program administered by a committee?

The question

of committee membership and total numbers on each committee
was posed in the survey and Table 8 illustrates the results.
Four districts indicated that administrators were part of
the committee, 3 members and 5 members were numbers stated
by 2 districts.

Teachers and parents each received 2

responses, students zero, and "Others" 3.

In the composi-

tion of "Others" on the committee 5 were included by
l district, and the entire board was included within another
district.
Table 8
Evaluation Committee Composition

Number on
Committee

Participant

Number of Responses

Administrators

4

Teachers

2

No response

Students

No response

No response

Parents

2

No response

Others

3

5, Board

3, 5
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REQUEST SURVEY SUMMARY
The responses to the question asking if they wished
survey summary results showed 45.8 percent of those
districts returning questionnaire forms requested a copy,
while 8.3 percent responded no, and 45,8 percent did not
respond to the question.

These percentages were based

upon the total number of survey forms returned, which was
120.

Table

9

shows the results.
Table 9

Districts Desiring Survey Summaries
Responses

Number of Responses

Percent

Yes

55

45.8

No

10

8.3

No response

55

45.8

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
Additional comments were included on thirty-three
surveys.

Eighty-seven districts (72.5 percent) did not

respond to the additional comment section (Table 10).
Comments referring to the district being small and lacking
time for administrator evaluation was stated by 6 districts.
Five districts were currently in the process of constructing
programs.

An informal form for evaluation was used 'a nd
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Table 10
Additional Comments
Comments

Number of Responses

Percent

Oral informal technique

7

21.2

Small district, no need

6

18.2

Presently constructing
form

5

15.2

Areas covered on evaluation
form

5

15.2

No procedure in use

2

6.1

Use of teacher evaluation
form

2

6.1

Consolidation/use
previous form

1

3.0

Interested in the number
of districts of noncompliance law

1

3.0

Referenced another study

1

3.0

Form similar to WSDA
evaluation form

1

3.0

Wished "good luck"

1

3.0

Contact district when
author found ideal
evaluation form

1

3.0

Total number of comments

33

100.0

No response

87

72.5

Number of responses

33

27.5
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commented on by 7 districts.

Five districts took the time

to speak of areas covered, job specifications, and expectations that the evaluation program was attempting to evaluate.
An example follows:
Our evaluations are based upon growth plans
developed by each individual administrator.
It
includes their goals and objectives, periodic feedback or checkpoints on progress and how they are to
be evaluated on their progress. By their very
nature no two will be alike, so they do not fit a
survey very well.
Another district's comment reflects a slightly

differing point of view:
The superintendent's evaluation usually made in
June; is formal; may or may not set performance
goals; no form completed for record. Evaluations
usually subjective and reflect current situation in
district.
If no particular problems, evaluation
"good," if there are problems of any kind the superintendent is usually told about them. Personalities
play a considerable role here.
The remaining comments were individual thoughts.
Comments covered such topics as districts had consolidated
and used the old evaluation form, no defined procedure
(2 responses), used teacher's evaluation instrument (2
responses), an interest in the number of districts that
did not comply with RCW 28A.67.065, references made to
other studies being done, and similarity of evaluation
tool to another instrument.
"good luck."
quotation:

One district wished the study

The last comment was unique and deserved
"When you find the ideal form for evaluation of

principals and superintendents, please send me one."

SUMMl\RY

The survey data are illustrative of the wide range

of attitudes toward and acceptance for administrative
evaluat:ion programs within se,eond and third class school
districts.
In general 48.3 percent of those districts responding
to the survey had an evaluation program.

The building

principal was the person most commonly evaluated and the
process was completed most often on an annual basis.
Other areas of the survey were less conclusive or
at least more obscure.

Some persons responding mentioned a

concern for compliance with RCW 28A.67.065, which raises
the question:

Are second and third class school districts

aware of the code?
Chapter 5 reflects the author's attempt to summarize,
to draw conclusions, and to make recommendations for
administrative evaluation programs.

Chapter 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The study was conducted to determine to what extent,
and through what operational methods evaluation of administrative personnel was occurring within school districts of
second and third class in Washington State.

Related concerns

were to develop an easily accessible review of evaluative
programs to be used by school administrators and districts
in updating evaluative procedures and to formulate conclusions and recommendations about administrator evaluative
programs.
The procedure used involved a survey of each second
and third class school district in Washington State and a
systematic review of survey responses to determine degree
and technique of administrator evaluation.
SUMMARY
The study illustrated that less than half of the
districts responding to the survey admitted to having an
administrator evaluative program; less than one-third
indicated a written format was used throughout the evaluative process.
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The building principal was identified as the
administrator most often evaluated.

The evaluation usually

occurred annually, and the principal was nearly always
evaluated by the superintendent.
Survey data for evaluation practices and procedures
indicated that districts having evaluative programs most
often used rating scale type instruments (Appendix B).

A

large number utilized a conference during the evaluation,
and the person evaluated was usually given a copy of the
evaluation.
The survey data also indicated the purpose for
evaluation was generally to:
ment,

(1)

identify areas for improve-

(2) establish performance goals, and (3) assess

performance in accordance with prescribed standards.
CONCLUSIONS
As a result of this study, four conclusions were
made by the author:
1.

Most second and third class school districts are

not complying with RCW 28A.67.065,
2.

Districts conducting administrator evaluative

programs are concentrating on areas of needed improvement for
administrators,
3.

The methods, instruments (Appendix B), style,

and programs of administrator evaluation is not uniform
from one district to the next, and
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4.

The building principal is the most often

evaluated administrator in second and third class school
districts in Washington State.
RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of this study several recommendations
might be derived.

The following seem to be the most

promising:
1.

Chapter 4 of this study be made available for

publication to enable administrators of school districts in
Washington State to review general procedures and programs
of administrator evaluation utilized throughout the state,
2.

A collection of administrator evaluative

instruments used in the state be collected by the office of
the Superintendent of Public Instruction and made available
to all school districts in Washington State,
3.

Administrative evaluation programs should be

presented in a positive light to eliminate, or reduce,
personal threat and used to improve the administrator's
professional skills,
4.

All administrators and board members involved

with administrator evaluation should be encouraged to obtain
more training in evaluation techniques, and
5.

This study should be continually updated.
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April 14, 1975
Dear Sir:
The enclosed questionnaire is a part of our survey
and study of the evaluation of school administrative personnel in the state of Washington.
It is our intent to
compile and compare the evaluative programs in order to
develop a reference source for those districts wishing to
comply with RCW 28A.67.065 on the Evaluative Criteria and
procedure for certificated employees requirements.
Our request is twofold:
l. Please complete the
questionnaire provided and return it in the self-addressed
stamped envelope.
2.
Please enclose a copy of all devices
used for the evaluation of those positions listed on the
questionnaire.
If your district does not have a written device for
the evaluation of administrators but relies on a formal or
informal oral evaluation, we would appreciate an explanation
of its scope and the completion of our questionnaire. We
feel that an oral evaluation can be as important to our
survey and study as a formal written device.
If you have any additional information which you
feel could clarify your responses or be of importance to
our study, please use the space provided at the bottom of the
questionnaire.
Summary copies of this survey will be made available
to districts interested.
Please complete and return the survey by May 1, 1975.
We thank you for your time and assistance.
Sincerely,

Ronald D. Meyer, Vice Principal
HOQUIAM HIGH SCHOOL
Mack Armstrong, Administrative
Intern
HOQUIAM HIGH SCHOOL
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The Evaluation of Administrative and
Supervisory Personnel
School District
Name and title of respondent
1.

2.

Does your school district have an evaluation program for
periodically evaluating the performance of administrative and supervisory personnel?
yes ___ no
A.

Do you have a written evaluation form?

yes
no
If "yes" please complete the remainder of the
questionnaire, and attach a copy of the appropriate
form, and return these in the enclosed selfaddressed stamped envelope.

B.

If you have no written form, do you have a formal
or informal oral evaluation? yes--==-- no
If "yes" please complete the remainder of the
questionnaire, and attach a description of the
process, an<l return these in the enclosed selfaddressed stamped envelope.

C.

If there is no defined procedure for evaluating
administrators, please check here
and return
the questionnaire in the enclosed self-addressed
stamped envelope.

What personnel are evaluated, how frequently and by
whom?
Evaluatee

How frequently

Superintendent
Asst. Superintendents
Principals
Asst./Vice Principals
Supervisors
Others (Including
Central Office personnel,
please list).

Evaluator
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3.

Which of the following practices are included in your
evaluation procedures? Check all that apply.
a.

b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
_ _g.

h.

i.
_j.

k.
-1.

m.
n.

4.

Use form which calls for rating in terms of a
prescribed scale.
Use form which calls for specific performance
objectives.
Use narrative form (providing space for
evaluator's comments only).
Self-evaluation is required.
Conference on the upcoming evaluation is held
before the evaluation period begins.
Informal evaluator-evaluatee "conferences" are
held during the evaluation process.
Conference is held after the evaluation is
completed.
Evaluation is automatically reviewed by someone
other than the original evaluator.
The evaluatee receives a copy of the completed
evaluation for his files.
The evaluatee is shown, but may not keep, a
copy of the evaluation.
The evaluatee signs the evaluation form.
The evaluatee's signature does not signify that
he concurs with the assessment.
If he is not satisfied with the assessment, the
evaluatee may file a dissenting statement, which
is appended to the evaluation form.
The evaluatee may request a conference with the
evaluator's superior if he is not satisfied with
the evaluation.

What is the purpose of the evaluation of administrative
and supervisory personnel?
(Please check each purpose
for which, in your experience, evaluations have actually
been applied in your district--not the purposes for
which evaluations ideally should be used.)
a.
b.
c.
- -d.
e.
f.
g.
--h.

To assess the evaluatee's present performance in
accordance with prescribed standards.
To help the evaluatee establish relevant performance goals.
To identify areas in which improvement is needed.
To determine qualification for permanent status.
To have records of performance to determine
qualifications for promotion.
To establish evidence where dismissal from
service is an issue.
To simply fulfill the requirements of the law.
Other, e.g., salary increments, compliance with
board policy, tenure (please specify below).
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5.

Which of the following were involved in the formation of
your evaluation program?
a.
- -b.
c.

6.

d.
e.
f.

Administration
Teachers
Students

Parents
Other
Do not khow

If a committee is involved in the evaluation of
administrators, which of the following are included?
(Please specify the number of each.)
a.

-b.

- -c.
d.
e.

Administrators
Teachers
Students
Parents
Other

No.

7.

Do you wish a summary of this survey?

8.

Additional comments:

yes

no

APPENDIX B
SELECTED ADMINISTRATOR EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS
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COLLEGE PLACE SCHOOLS
January, 19 75
MEMO TO:

College Place Teachers

The School Board wishes your cooperation in an evaluation
of your principal which will be used as part .of an averaged
figure in determining the size of the merit portion of his
salary for 1974-75. The principals have agreed to this
procedure and have reviewed the guide line evaluation sheets.
Evaluations are to be anonymous. They are to be returned to
the Personnel Committee of the Board. Please mark your
evaluation sheets privately, without comparison or consultation.
The points are arbitrary and the Board would appreciate your
comments after you have completed and returned this first
evaluation.
From one to ten points (one being low, ten being high) should
be given under each general heading.
This could result in a
total score of from 10 to 100 points.
Under each main heading are suggestions.
These are to be
considered as guidelines for your thinking on this evaluation,
not as specifics to use as sub-scores.
Please consider each
general area in general fashion.
Completed evaluation sheets shall be placed in the box
provided in the building library.
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PLEASE NOTE:
1.

Each person should vote individually.

2.

Express your own opinion only, without consultation.

3.

If you have no opinion you are free to omit a mark.

4.

The principals have requested that you supplement the
point score by including notations for their guidance.
C = commendable
I= shows improvement
N

needs improvement

Please place such notations without regard to the
point score. This is an opportunity for the teacher
to 11 coach 11 the principal. Principals have asked to
be informed of the items marked. They will be given
a summary, but will not see your original evaluation.
5.

Your envelope should be sealed and placed in the box
in the library. The Board's personnel committee will
review and total the points.
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COLLEGE PLACE SCHOOLS
CRITERIA FOR PRINCIPAL EVALUATION
(1-10)

1.

Values and attitudes
Acceptance of pupils as learners

Score
Respect for pupils as individuals
Desire to assist development of each teacher
Acceptance of teachers as classroom educational
leaders
Respect for teachers as individuals
Desire to assist development of each pupil
Consideration for basic community mores
Awareness of local beliefs and ethics
Support of high ideals of community
Acceptance of cooperative role in the school
staff
Desire to relate constructively to others
in school
Willingness to lead out and participate in
staff activities
(1-10)
Score

2.

Professional qualifications as a principal
Continuous up-grading of professional competence
Self motivated to keep abreast of new
developments
Analytical, self-evaluative attitude toward
own work
Cooperative development with other certificated
and administrative staff
Participates in in-service program
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Shares ideas with others in administration
Contributes to development of education

( 1-10)

3.

Professional appearance and manner
Appropriate dress and grooming

Score
Appropriate speech in various contacts
Behaves in general as a professional, ethical
person

(1-10)
Score

4.

Ability to direct staff
Develops and directs an appropriate environment
for learning
Establishes and clarifies purposes
Evidences clearly thought out purposes
Helps teachers develop and accept relevant
purposes
Plans, and assists teachers to plan, for
work ahead
Develops continuity from initiation to
completion of tasks
Arranges for appropriate materials and tools
of learning
Requests needed items ahead of time
Assists teachers in providing helpful
materials
Gives leadership to teachers adapting
available materials to immediate purposes
Is available to those who wish to see him
without losing sight of his primary
responsibility, the supervision and
improvement of instruction.
Arranges available space and equipment
efficiently
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Frees self for think and working
Routinizes clerical and managerial tasks
Organizes teacher time around major
purposes
Delegates functions without relinquishing
responsibility
(1-10)

5.

Personal involvement in learning program
Evidences personal interest in curriculum and
purposes

Score

Responds constructively to teacher initiative
Uses problematic, investigative approach
Shows relationship of immediate to long-term
goals
Acknowledges teacher initiative for doing
things which are innovative, successful and/or
outstanding
(l-10)

6.

Develops constructive group relationships
Promotes self-respect of individuals

Score
Promotes cooperation and respect for others
Uses competitive motivation constructively
Provides variety of pupil interaction patterns
Holding full staff meetings and at least once
a year involving custodians, secretaries,
cooks and teachers so that they all have an
opportunity to meet and discuss common
problems.
Gets together with the staff socially at
least once a year
(1-10)

7.

Creates evaluative attitude toward situation
Encourages teachers to establish objectives

Score
Helps teachers evaluate work in terms of goals
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Helps teachers recognize program toward goals
Helps teachers analyze hindrance to achievement
(1-10)

8.

Content of instruction
Knowledge of subjects adequate for supervisory
purposes

Score

Knowledge of subjects being taught is
accurate and up-to-date
Understands interrelationships of subject field
Helps teachers understand general concepts of
instruction
Helps make relevant applications of knowledge
(1-10)

9.

Score

Effects of administration on pupils and teachers
Pupils and teachers evidence interest in
learning situation
Give attention to work at hand
Participates in planning and developing
purposes
Teacher and pupils use materials and resources
efficiently
Select appropriate resources
Use materials without waste or disregard
Pupils work in purposeful, cooperative manner
Evidence reasonable mastery for ability level
Evidence ability to use what they have
learned
Evidence interest in using what they have
learned

(1-10) 10.
Score

Public relationships
Is able to provide leadership in assisting the
people of the community to cooperate with the
school in the efforts to attain worthwhile
goals and to improve the educational program
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Is able to interpret effectively the work of
the school to the parents and the community
Is able to prevent and adjust conflicts
between the school and parents
Is willing to listen to complaints . carefully,
investigate the facts objectively and seek
to use them constructively
Is ready to change decisions in the interest
of justice and the well being of the school
and public

Total
Score
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WISHKAH VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT #117
Aberdeen, Washington
1974-75
ADMINISTRATIVE EVALUATION INSTRUMENT

1.

1. 2 3 4 5
(low----high)

The administrator relates well to the teaching staff in
a friendly and open manner.
1 2 3 4 5
Comments:

2.

The administrator is organized and plans in a systematic
way in solving school related educational programs.
1
2 3 4 5
Comments:

3.

The administrator makes a contribution to the school/
community life.
1 2 3 4

5

Comments:

4.

The administrator seeks out new educational ideas and
makes an effort to implement them in the school program.
1 2 3 4 5
Conunents:
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5.

The administrator conducts effective staff meetings.
1

2

3

4

5

Comments:

6.

The administrator is effective in working with groups
of teachers.
1 2 3 4 5
Comments:

7.

The administrator is effective in communicating with
parents and other interested lay people concerning
school related matters.
1 2 3 4

5

Comments:

8.

The administrator interprets and effectively carries
out school policy.
1 2 3 4

5

Comments:

9.

The administrator's relationship with students serves
as a model for other staff members in giving students
an opportunity to learn and grow in the school.
1 2 3 4 5
Comments:
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10.

The administrator's relationship with the Superintendent
and School Board is good.
1 2 3 4 5
Comments:

11.

Specific program supervision includes:
A.

Lwichroom

1

2

3

4

5

B.

Athletic program

1

2

3

4

5

c.

Class and student scheduling

1

2

3

4

5

D.

Discipline

1

2

3

4

5

E.

Student activities

1

2

3

4

5

Comments:

12.

Other areas for consideration are:

Administrator's comments:

ADMINISTRATOR

SUPERINTENDENT
DATE

- -- - - - - - - - - -
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HOOD CANAL SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 404
CERTIFIED STAFF EVALUATION

Name

. Date

Assignment

Accept- Unacable
ceptable
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
A competent staff member has a wholesome
personality, a sound character and enjoys
good physical, mental and emotional health
INDIVIDUAL-STAFF RELATIONSHIPS
A competent staff member is a good team
worker, who is conscious that his
attitudes affect all others on the school
staff.
He is loyal to the district
program and its policies while reserving
the right to criticize through proper
channels.

(

)

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

A competent staff member assumes his share of
responsibility for activities outside the
normal realm of his duty and does his share
to help further the total school program.
(

)

(

)

SUPERVISION, CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT
A competent staff member controls activities
to assure that the work of individuals and
groups is orderly and effective.
(
INSTRUCTIONAL AND GUIDANCE SKILLS
A competent staff member through his study,
his teaching and understanding of the group
seeks to meet his obligations in advancing
the education of each person he comes in
contact with during a school year.
GENERAL SCHOOL SERVICE
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OTHER COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

(see other side for additional comment)
I have seen this evaluation.
evaluator.

I have discussed it with my

Name

This will be confidential
between staff member and
evaluator.
Evaluator
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TUMWATER SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 33
6600 Capitol Boulevard
Tumwater, Washington 98501
EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
I.

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
A competent staff member has a wholesome personality,
a sound character, and enjoys good physical, mental
and emotional health.
Consider the following:
Is appropriately dressed for assigned duties.
Uses voice effectively.
Is tactful.
Is tolerant and open-minded and can accept new ideas.
Has high ethical and moral standards.
Is free from mannerisms that detract from effectiveness.
Is calm, poised and self-controlled in emotional
situations.
Has a good sense of humor.
Maintains good relations with students, colleagues,
and parents.

II.

INDIVIDUAL - STAFF RELATIONSHIPS
A competent staff member is a good team worker who is
conscious that his attitudes effect all others on the
school staff. He is loyal to the district program and
its policies while reserving the right to criticize
through proper channels.
Consider the following:
Assumes his share of responsibility.
Uses discretion when speaking of school or colleagues.
Observes "channels" when reporting on matters
effecting the welfare of the school and staff.
Shows a willingness to share ideas and techniques.
Maintains membership in educational organizations.

III.

SUPERVISION CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT
A competent staff member controls activities to assure
that the work of individuals and groups is orderly and
effective.
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Consider the following:
Provides for, instructs, and supervises those
responsible to him, using joint planning when
needed.
Establishes appropriate control over the situation
and maintains it .
Is considerate and fair in dealing with students.
Is punctual in meeting classes and other assignments.
Keeps assigned area appropriately neat and interesting.
IV.

INSTRUCTION AND GUIDANCE SKILLS
A competent staff member through his study, his
teaching, and the understanding of the group seeks
to meet his obligations in advancing the education
of each person he comes in contact with during the
school year.
Consider the following:
·P lans work thoroughly--both long range and daily.
Uses adequate samples of work when doing evaluations.
Recognizes and attempts to provide for individual
differences within the limits of the situation.
Makes use of instructional aids as needed.
Seeks to maintain and increase the enthusiasm of
individuals for their own work.
Seeks to improve work habits of individuals.
Seeks to understand the groups he comes in contact
with.
Makes use of tools and specialized persons available
to aid in the evaluation and continued development
of the individuals.
Maintains membership in organizations which promote
improvement in instruction.
Improves competencies through participation in
workshops, summer college classes, conference, etc.

V.

GENERAL SCHOOL SERVICE
competent staff member assumes his share of responsibility for activities outside the normal realm of his
duty and does his share to help further the total school
program.

.A

Consider the following:
Handles school routine promptly and efficiently and
renders prompt and accurate reports.
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Performs supervision assignments promptly and
efficiently.
Takes an interest in student activities.
Cooperates and participates in school-community
activities (PTO, etc.)
Contributes constructively to committee work, and
faculty meetings either voluntarily or on
assignment.
Provides dependable, effective leadership for the
general welfare of the schools.
1.

Any unsatisfactory evaluation will be re-evaluated at
least twice within 45 days following the original
evaluation.

2.

The levels of evaluation shall be:
IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR
WILL EVALUATE; i.e. TEACHER EVALUATED BY PRINCIPAL,
VICE-PRINCIPALS WILL BE EVALUATED BY THEIR PRINCIPAL,
PRINCIPAL BY ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT, ASSISTANT
SUPERINTENDENT · BY SUPERINTENDENT AND SUPERINTENDENT
BY THE SCHOOL BOARD AS A WHOLE.

3.

Comments shall accompany evaluations.
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TUMWATER SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 33
CERTIFIED STAFF EVALUATION

Name

Date

Assignment

Accept- Unacceptable
able
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
A competent staff member has a wholesome
personality, a sound character and enjoys
good physical, mental and emotional health

(

INDIVIDUAL - STAFF RELATIONS
A competent staff member is a good team
worker who is conscious that his attitudes
effect all others on the school staff. He
is loyal to the district program and its
policies while reserving the right to
criticize through proper channels.

(

)

(

)

(

)

SUPERVISION, CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT
A competent staff member controls activities
to assure that the work of individuals and
groups is orderly and effective.
(

)

INSTRUCTIONAL AND GUIDANCE SKILLS
A competent staff member through his study,
his teaching and the understanding of the
group seeks to meet his obligations in
advancing the education of each person he
comes in contact with during a school
year.
GENERAL SCHOOL SERVICE
A competent staff member assumes his
share of responsibility for activities
outside the normal realm of his duty and
does his share to help further the total
school program.
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OTHER COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

{see other side for additonal comments)

I have seen this evaluation.
evaluator.

I have discussed it with my

Name

This will be confidential
between staff member and
evaluator.
Evaluator
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METHOW VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT
ADMINISTRATIVE EVALUATION GUIDE SHEET
Directions: Read and react to the following questions.
These will serve as the basis for the evaluative discussion
between you and me. This will be a two-way evaluation.
J. .

Professional Growth - What have you done in the past
years?

2.

What local school related programs and activities have
you participated in, and how did this benefit you and
the District?

3.

I possess a(n) (excellent, average, or poor) working
relationship in the following: Why?

4.

a.

Non-professional Staff

b.

Teachers

c.

Students

d.

Other Administrators - Building, Central Office ·

e.

Lay people

f.

Board of Education

I possess the following personal characteristics to a(n)
(high, average, or low) degree:
a.

Dependability

b.

Initiative

c.

Creativity
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5.

6.

d.

Give and take suggestions

e.

Self-confidence

f.

Ethical behavior

I have (improved, stayed the same, decreased) communications - name the specific ways with:
a.

Non-professional Staff

b.

Teachers

c.

Students

d.

Other Administrators - Building, Central Office

e.

Lay people

f.

Board of Education

In the area of Instruction I have:
a.

Visited classrooms - For what purposes?
- What did I gain?
- How did my visits help teachers
and kids?

b.

I have studied the following instructional innovations this year:

c.

I have made education better this year by doing
the following things with my staff meetings:

I

d.

7.

8.
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I feel I have made the following contributions
to the K-12, district-wide approach this year:

In the area of management I have:
a.

Carried out an assigned task by my superior in such
a manner that he did not have to prod me to finish,
nor did he have to check my work for accuracy.

b.

I have made the following "hard" decisions in the
past year:

c.

I have modified my role because of negotiations in
the following ways (positive and/or negative):

d.

I have played the following roles (explain) in
terms of:

(1)

Board policy

(2)

Budget campaign

(3)

Budgetary control

If I had complete authority, I would make the following
changes for next year in the area of:
a.

Physical plant

b.

Custodial service

c.

Purchasing

d.

Secretarial service

e.

Hot lunch
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9.

1-0.

f.

Specialized teacher (including County)

g.

Playground arrangement and usage.

h.

My administrative decision making authority and
responsibility.

i.

Any others

I feel that the following things that I have done this
year could have been done as well by a lay person
I feel that the following things that I have done could
not have been done as well by a lay person
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

11.

I feel that my greatest contribution in the past year
has been

12.

I feel my greatest area of weakness in the past year
has been

13.

I intend to do the following things to improve myself
next year

14.

I feel that I can contribute the following to the
administrative team next year

15.

My hopes for improving my building's and/or the District's
instructional situation next year are

Superintendent's summary of specifics:
a.

Strengths (incidents)

b.

Weaknesses (incidents)

c.

Recommendations
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WHITE RIVER SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 416
Administrative Evaluation

NA~IB

-------------TITLE ---------SCHOOL YEAR
ASSIGNMENT
-------------------- - --------Years of Experience in the District
--------------In each of the following areas of competency, indicated by
Roman Numerals, the specific items are delineated as
definitions of the competency and it is not necessarily
intended that an evaluation include comments on each of
them.

BASIS FOR EVALUATION
I.

STAFF RELATIONSHIPS
Gains respect of associates.
Seeks to understand a situation before passing
judgment.
Follows regular procedures in meeting situations.
Respects confidences.
Seeks opinions of associates when necessary.
Is able to maintain adequate interpersonal relationships with associations.

COMMENTS:

II.

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Is careful of appearance--posture, grooming, dress.
Speaks with well-modulated voice.
Follows conventional manners and accepted ethical
standards.
Is physically fit, appears healthy and energetic.
Possesses enthusiasm and a good sense of humor.
Accepts commendation and suggestions for improvement
with good grace. ·
Is self-assured.
Is mature in handling emergencies.
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COMMENTS:

III.

EVIDENCE OF PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
Endeavors to improve in his methods and techniques.
Avails himself of the opportunities offered to
improve by joining professional organizations ·,
attending workshops, summer school, professional
meetings and conferences; keeps abreast of the
professional literature.
Is interested and enthusiastic about his work.
Is willing to experiment with new ideas.
Seeks assistance when necessary.
Is loyal and respects the ethics of the profession.

COMMENTS:

IV.

SUPERVISORY PRACTICES
Displays leadership in approaching and handling
problems.
Carries on an effective in-service education program.
Confers and plans efficiently and effectively.
Utilizes assistance available.
Stimulates groups with whom he works, and keeps morale
high.
Evidences understanding of and ability to carry out
the best techniques in his field.

COMMENTS:

V.

ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICES
Organizes the school or department effectively.
Delegates duties, responsibilities and functions to
others effectively.
_
Is efficient in handling office matters, as keeping
records and reports, appointments, calendar for
meetings.
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Defines duties and responsibilities of others with
clarity.
Is effective in his relations with the community.
Takes an active part in constructive community projects.
Observes budget appropriations.
Develops and maintains high level of morale among
members of staff.
Displays evidence of sound judgment.
Selects personnel wisely.
Projects plans that are of long-range significance.
Interprets positively the objectives of the school
system to the community at large.
COMMENTS:

Recommended for retention in present position
Yes
Date

No

Signa~ure of Evaluator

I have read this report and have discussed it with the
evaluator.
Signature of Admini strator

